X	TO THE READER.
beaming in mildest mellow splendour, beaming if also trembling, like a
great sun on the verge of the horizon, near now to its long farewell, all
these things were illuminated and illustrated: but for the mere English
reader there are probably in our prior edition of the Travels already novel-
ties enough; for us, at all events, it seemed unadvisable to meddle with
it farther at present.
Goethe's position towards the English Public is greatly altered since
these Translations first made their appearance Criticisms, near the mark,
or farther from the mark, or even altogether far and away from any mark;
of these there has been enough. These pass on their road; the man and
his works remain what they are and were; more and more recognisable
for what they are. Few English readers can require now to be apprised
that these two Books, named Novels, come not under the Minerva-Press
category, nor the Ballantyne-Press category, nor any such category; that
the Author is one whose secret, by no means worn upon Ms sleeve, will
never, by any ingenuity, be got at in that way.
For a Translator, in the present case, it is enough to reflect that he
who imports into his own country any true delineation, a rationally-spoken
word on any subject, has done well. Ours is a wide world, peaceably ad-
mitting many different modes of speech. In our wide world there is but
one altogether fatal personage—the dunce; he that speaks irrationally,
that sees not, and yet thinks he sees; A genuine seer and speaker, under
what conditions soever, shall be welcome to us: has not he seen somewhat,
of great Nature our common Mother's bringing-forth; seen it, loved it, laid
Ms heart open to it and to the Mother of it, so that he can now rationally
speak it for us ? He is our brother, and a good not a bad man; Ms words
are like gold, precious, whether stamped in our mint, or in what mint
soever stamped.
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